BLEED
When working on a design, you can either show the preview with or without the cutting bleed.
We recommend using a bleed of 3 mm.

Use the same line color for all the decals in your ﬁle.
Make sure all the cutting lines are separate on the top
layer of your ﬁle. The best way to do this is:
-Select one cutting line.
-Go to: Select (top bar) > Same > Line color.
-Go to the layers category in your workspace and drag
the little square to a new layer.
-Allways make sure all your cutting lines are on a
separate layer to prevent mistakes.
Use a cutting bleed of 3 mm, this is important to
prevent white edges after cutting.

PRICING
We can print up to 1240mm in width, and 950mm in length (longer or wider ﬁles will not be accepted). These should be the dimensions of
your print ﬁle. You may always make them smaller, but never bigger. Nearly all MX bikes ﬁt on these dimensions. To get the most out of your
ﬁle, add other decals or logo’s of your company to ﬁll up remaining area’s. Make sure these also have a 3mm bleed.
Watch out for tiny details and sharp edges, as these can cause trouble during the cutting process. If you add small miniplates, make sure you
round the edges.
1220mm X 950mm print (MX graphics gloss): €85,- not including VAT
1220mm X 950mm print (MX graphics matte): €95,- not including VAT (if you have us print 2 complete matte sets in one go, the price will
drop to €85,- for each print)
1220mm X 950mm print (MX Helmet graphics gloss): €85,- not including VAT
1220mm X 950mm print (MX Helmet graphics matte): €95,- not including VAT
In general, we ask €1,- for 1220mm X 12mm. If a print ﬁle is shorter than 500mm in length, we ask an additional €10,- to compensate for
waste material.
We recommend sending 2 full print ﬁles at once, since shipping will then be FREE. If you only have 1 print ﬁle, shipping will be calculated
accordingly.

MATERIALS
For our vinyl and laminate for dirtbikes we use Substance Ultracurve X1 for our print vinyl and the Substance Ultracurve 1500. Of all the
vinyls and laminates we have tested over the years, these are without a doubt the best. The vinyl has an air-release adhesive that makes
application easier and the laminate is extremely shiny and durable.
For our matte decals we use the same print vinyl, but with a diﬀerent laminate; Substance Ultracurve 1500 Matte.
For helmet decals we use Substance Ultracurve X1 and Substance Ultracurve 1000. The prices are the same. If you have both helmet decals
and dirtbike decals, make sure you add them as a separate print ﬁle. Do NOT mix these. If you do, we cannot be held responsible for
mistakes.

SHIPPING
Each decal will be cut out separately. We will package your decals in a sturdy, custom made cardboard box especially made for shipping
decals. There are no prints on the packaging and your customer won’t be able to see that we made them. If you have multiple print ﬁles
sent to us for multiple customers, we can ship and package each print seperately for an additional EUR2,-. If all the decals can go in one box,
no extra free will be charged.

COLORS
Colors are very important. If a customer wants a KTM graphics kit, the orange should match that of KTM. We can print a very vibrant, 99%
exact KTM orange unlike many other companies. We can also print a near perfect Yamaha blue and very vibrant reds.
It is possible to order our color samples. Without our color samples to chose from, we cannot guarantee that they will be 100% accurate
since every printer prints colors diﬀerently (and many, many more things inﬂuences color). Blue from a .PDF ﬁle will NOT be the same as a
blue from a .AI ﬁle for example).

To print a vibrant Yamaha blue, we need the color preset to be RGB. For some reason, our printer cannot print the same vibrant blue in
CMYK. So, when you have decals that feature the Yamaha blue color, place them in a SEPERATE print ﬁle, and do not mix them with decals
that can be printed in CMYK.
To print the KTM orange, vibrant red or Kawasaki green, the ﬁle has to be a CMYK. The norm is always CMYK, except for Yamaha blue. In
your printfile, make sure you add the information needed for us. If something has to be KTM orange, make sure you tell us it has to be KTM
orange since we have to manually insert the amount of ink the printer has to use. This cannot be done in your design software, so just add a
line of text together with a small color sample like this:

KTM ORANGE
YAMAHA BLUE
Make sure that you do NOT accidentically add two diﬀerent oranges. If they both have a diﬀerent CMYK value, only one will be the correct
KTM orange in the end, and the other will be diﬀerent. Sounds tricky, but once you are used to it nothing can go wrong. Also if you want to
use KTM orange, be careful not to use any gradients (or use the color halftone option), no fading drop shadows and no .png’s. If you do
want a png, make sure it’s in a clipping mask.

ESTIMATED PRODUCTION TIME
If your print ﬁle is correct and everything is clear to us, expect your decals to ship within 2 to 5 bussiness-days. The shipping time depends
on what country they have to be shipped to. Within the Netherlands it is 1 bussiness day, to Belgium 1 or 2, to Germany 2 or 3. For other
countries we can look it up if you want to know.
If you need your order faster, contact us to see what we can do.

